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F.S. & M.T.: Do you think that the methods of philosophy can be a significant support for 

psychiatric considerations, for example regarding the definition of mental disorders and 

diseases? 

H.W.: Yes, I think so. Philosophy is usually good at analyzing concepts and providing consistent 

definitions that reflect current practice and scientific standards.  

On the other hand, since we are talking about the relationship between these two disciplines, it 

is worth to indicate whether it is one-sided or two-sided relationship. So do you think that the 

neurobiological discoveries and the results of psychiatric work are the knowledge that can 

contribute to the resolution of problems traditionally considered by epistemology and 

philosophy of mind? 

Definitely, it is a mutual exchange. Psychiatry can inform philosophers and help to correct their 

assumed a priori definitions which are build on intuitions of healthy minds and the writings of great 

philosophers. It also presents a rich resource of real-life examples of altered mental states helping to 

understand the normal from the pathological. A good example is the concept of belief and the 

science of delusions. 

In your papers you often bring up a subject of neurophilosophy, so exactly an attempt to 

connection between philosophical analyses and neuroscientific research. Do you think that 

this is the way in which current philosophy of mind should evolve? Furthermore can we talk 

today about any alternatives in this topic or should we think about neurophilosophy as an 

inevitable future? 
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The golden age of neurophilosophy is over. Once upon a time - and by this I mean only some 

decades ago, some people thought that neurophilosophy would deliver the ultimate answers to age 

old questions in philosophy of mind and metaphysics. But many have overstated their case. Now 

neurocritical movement is on the rise - and they often overdo too. Historically, philosophers first 

ignored neuroscience, then were intimidated by it, but then they did bite the bullet and learned about 

neuroscience and the brain. Now, a lot of what seem revolutionary is common sense for 

philosophers. 

As we know the term neurophilosophy was introduced by Patricia Churchland, but it has 

evolved from this time. How would you define the movement today? 

Indeed, neurophilosophy has evolved. I see at least five recent developments. Cognitive neurosci-

ence is basically still a mentalistic science that is doing neurophilosophy in the traditional way - un-

derstanding the mind by understanding the brain. At times this approach is stuck, as people try to 

find mental constructs that just are not part of normal brain functions. A second development is that 

the computational neurosciences are getting big by using the extraordinary powers of supercompu-

ting and artificial intelligence. Again Patricia Churchland has pioneered the subject with her Com-

putational Brain written together with Terence Sejnowski. The third development is the approach of 

situated cognition, also known as 4E -cognition, i.e. the insight that it is not enough to only look at 

the brains internal functions, but rather as an organ in a situated organism trying to survive. A fourth 

development is that neuroscience has become a major topic in philosophy of science for example by 

the new mechanists. In this context a fifth and yet underestimated approach is non-cognitivism, i.e. 

the approach to explain the brain not only through the lens of cognitivism - cognitive myopia, as 

Phillip Haueis calls it - but to also look at the brains non-cognitive functions.  

In your conception of minimal neurophilosophy you are trying to indicate to some basic, 

common assumptions of neurophilosophical ideas. What is the importance of this type of 

meta-analysis? 

I think such a broader perspective is quite important because it allows to find common ground for 

different positions within the philosophy of mind spectrum. Another concept I would like to 

advance is 'differential metaphysics': not all types of mental states are created equal and it might 

help very well to give up on the idea to find one theory for all different types of mental states. 
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Do you think that so-called explanatory gap between neuronal and phenomenal events will be 

solved on the ground of neuroscience? What do you think about the recent attempts to 

combine neuroscience and phenomenology (neurophenomenology). 

It all depends what we understand by explanation and this is why philosophy of neuroscience as 

philosophy of science is so important. Traditionally, an asymmetry is assumed between third and 

first person perspectives. However, I do not think that this gap is fundamental. And I am not alone 

in thinking this. For example, in Berlin, we will start this year a new DFG-funded research training 

group on extrospection. One assumption of the RTG is that there is no fundamental explanatory 

asymmetry. With respect to neurophenomenology: the good thing with it is that subjective reports 

are taken more seriously and new methods are developed. However, in my experience, 

neurophenomenology too quickly may turn into a kind of mysticism, which I am no big fan of.  

Finally and going back to the relationship between philosophy and psychiatry, please tell me if 

your philosophical education and experience help you in your medical practice? 

Not always. In the world of pragmatic medicine it often is not really helpful to take a philosophical 

stance of methodological doubt, questioning general background assumptions or scrutinizing almost 

everything. On the other hand, having a philosophical education sometimes turns out to be useful in 

being open to all kinds of experiences and attitudes and to be willing to discuss issues with patients 

from a broader perspective.  
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